
 

Accurately setting the path length around the machine is
central to the proper operation of the CEBAF accelerator. The
CEBAF main accelerator consists of two recirculating super-
conducting linacs operating at 1497 MHz fundamental fre-
quency. The electron beam can recirculate up to five times
through the two linacs before it is extracted to the experimen-
tal halls. In order to obtain maximum energy gain and mini-
mum energy spread through the linacs, all passes should arrive
at the beginning of the linacs in phase at the crest of the RF cy-
cle. In this paper we explain how the arrival times of higher
pass beams are measured with respect to the first pass to less
than one degree of RF phase and how the path length around
the machine is adjusted.

Following a brief introduction to the CEBAF design and
some local nomenclature, these topics will be discussed: dif-
ferential RF phase measurement of time delay, the energy
method of cresting the higher pass beams, results obtained
with the measurement techniques, future plans and improve-
ments to the devices, and finally, a set of conclusions.

 

I. INTRODUCTION

 

The CEBAF accelerator consists of a 45 MeV injector,
two side-by-side 400 MeV superconducting linacs, 9 recircu-
lation arcs that shuttle the beam through the linacs up to 5
times for 4 GeV total energy, and three experimental halls. In
this paper the arcs will be labelled, Arc1-9, in the order that the
beam passes through the arcs to the highest energy.

In the so-called extraction region of each of the arcs, three
“dogleg” bend magnets are installed. By adjusting the excita-
tion of this dogleg chicane, the path length of that arc is adjust-
ed. If the path length of a given arc is adjusted, it is clear that
the time of arrival of the microbunches through any higher
pass through the linacs is phase shifted.

At CEBAF two types of measurements are used to set the
proper recirculation path lengths. The first method, which will
be called the energy maximization method, uses the fact that
by finding the maximum energy gain through each pass of the
linacs one assures that the time of arrival of all the passes is
the same, modulo the RF wavelength of 20 cm. This method
suffers from the fact that measurements must proceed sequen-
tially, from the lower energy passes to the higher energy pass-
es, to assure that all passes through the linac are properly
crested. 

A more global method of measuring the phase is to mea-
sure the time of arrival of the microbunches on the separate
passes using fast RF diagnostics. This method is potentially
much quicker than the former, because errors can be localized
to individual arcs in a single measurement, and because the in-
dividual measurements occur in a single step, in contrast to the
first method, where it takes at least three steps to establish a
single cresting phase.
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Both methods have been pursued at CEBAF with the fol-
lowing results. First setup of an arc is usually most easily ac-
complished with the time of arrival method. Within two or
three measurement and adjustment cycles, the path length of
the arc is set within a few degrees of the energy cresting phase.
After being adjusted, the beam will fairly easily pass on
through the next arc, at which time, it becomes possible to
complete the energy maximization measurement easily. Usu-
ally, the machine is left in a configuration that maximizes the
energy of a pass. As will be seen later, comparing with mea-
surements using the time of arrival method yields discrepan-
cies of order one degree. The time of arrival method has much
higher precision than the cresting method. The remainder of
the paper will describe in more detail why.

 

II. MEASUREMENT DEVICES

 

The path lengths of the arcs are determined using preci-
sion phase detectors to obtain relative time information about
the electron beam bunches. As is seen in Fig. 1, the phase of a
beam derived signal, obtained from a longitudinally polarized
pickup cavity tuned to 1497 MHz, is compared with an RF sig-
nal derived from the master phase reference system through a
mixer. The measurement proceeds by first establishing a 3.8

 

µ

 

sec beam pulse. Because the total recirculation time is 4.2

 

µ

 

sec, each of the passes separately excites the cavity. The
variable phase shifter is used to calibrate the measurement by
adjusting the phase shifter so that the first pass beam output is
maximized and by recording the resulting voltage maximum.

The time of arrival measurement is done by adjusting the
phase shifter so that the first pass output is zero; any output
from the higher pass beams is attributable to relative time
phase shifts between the individual passes. The electronic
noise of the measurement allows a precision about 0.15

 

°

 

, or
about 83 

 

µ

 

m. When the measurement is complete, the path
length may be changed using the dogleg chicane.
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III. RESULTS

 

During the most recent commissioning run at CEBAF, the
path length of a given arc was usually set by the energy maxi-
mization method, i.e. the dogleg magnets controlling the path
length of an arc are adjusted so that the beam energy out the
linac is maximized. Very precise relative energy information is
obtained, at 10

 

-4 

 

energy resolution, using the succeeding arc as
an energy monitor. For example, Arc 5 is used as an energy
monitor when the dogleg of Arc 4 is set.

Even in the most optimistic case of the second pass through
the north linac, with a relative energy resolution of 

 

δΕ/Ε ≈ 

 

10

 

-4

 

one obtains a phase set precision of about one degree using a
measurement procedure based on dithering the arrival phase
around the crest value. The relative precision degrades in pro-
portion to the number of linac segments passed through.

Toward the end of our most recent running period, data like
that appearing in Figs. 2 through 5 were collected, under condi-
tions where the path length of Arcs 1 through 6 were adjusted
by the energy maximization method. Figures 2 and 3 are oscil-
loscope traces using the north linac phase detector and Figures
4 and 5 were, within minutes, similar traces from the south linac
phase detector. The beam conditions were a pulse length of 3.8

 

µ

 

sec and a beam current within the pulse of about 12 

 

µ

 

A.

Fig.2 Phase Detector output in North Linac, Crest phase

Fig. 3 Phase Detector output in North Linac, Zero crossing 
phase

 

Fig. 4 Phase Detector output in South Linac, Crest phase

Fig. 5 Phase Detector output in South Linac, Zero crossing 
phase

Several comments are obvious from Figures 2 and 4, where
the phase shifter is adjusted so that the phase detector output
from the first pass beam is maximized. First, the rise time of the
pulse, limited by the rise time of the detector cavity, is approx-
imately 200 nsec. This allows data taking in the flat part of the
curve of duration about 3 

 

µ

 

sec. Second, it is clear that each sep-
arate pass of the beam is distinguished in the output of the phase
detector. Third, knowing that the beam phase is within a few de-
grees of crest for all four passes of the north linac, one con-
cludes that there is above 98% transmission of the beam
through four passes of the north linac because the output volt-
ages are the same within 2%. In Fig. 4, the fact that south linac
pass four appears lower in voltage means that either there is
beam loss in Arc 7, or the path length of Arc 7 produces a phase
shift, visible in Fig. 5 and discussed below. Finally, by record-
ing the maximum output from the first pass beam, V

 

1

 

, one has
calibrated the phase detector.

Figures 3 and 5 result when the phase shifter of the phase
detector is adjusted so that the first pass beam is at the zero
crossing (i. e., at zero output voltage). Now the output voltages
from the phase detector give the phase shifts of the higher pass
beams relative to the first by 

where V

 

1

 

 is the calibration output voltage. The shown data
yield the phase shifts of Table 1. In Fig. 4, most of the decrease
in the phase detector output in pass 4 is due to the fact that the
path length of Arc 7 is off by 9.5

 

°

 

, not because of transmission
loss.
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Typically, when such a large phase shift is observed, new
settings for the dogleg are computed and loaded into the ma-
chine. Usually, the adjustment yields the correct phase shift
within a degree or two, allowing a precise arc spectrometer
measurement to be completed. 

Care must be taken that the amplifiers before the mixer are
not in saturation, as otherwise the phase shifters are not neces-
sarily calibrated properly. This possibility is overcome in the
phase detector assembly by employing a variable attenuator be-
fore the mixer.

 

IV. FUTURE PLANS

 

There are several enhancements that will be pursued in the
near term. They are related to computer control and analysis of
measurements, coupled with automatic update of the dogleg
magnets. An externally triggered 10 MHz A/D card is being
purchased to digitize the phase detector outputs. The card will
acquire data for 50 microseconds after the arrival of the first
pass beam at each detector cavity. During the interval between
beam pulses, the data (about 500 numbers) will be dumped into
a control system IOC, where five sets of data in the flat region
of the phase detector output (about 3 microsecond or thirty
numbers), will be selected for averaging to reduce the noise in
the measurement. Signal levels from each of the five passes will
then be used to compute the time of arrival of the higher pass
beams relative to the first pass beam.

Once the relative arrival times of the different passes have
been determined, it is simple to compute an update for the path
length doglegs, including the sign. Each of the arcs may be up-
dated in parallel, in contrast to the situation when the arc is used
as a spectrometer, where sequential cresting of the energy must
proceed from the lower energy arcs to the higher energy ones.
Consequently, operational time for path length adjustment is
decreased substantially. For the precision work that CEBAF
will reach in the future, it will be necessary to understand the
reasons for the degree level discrepancies between the two
methods. When the causes are understood, the measurement
noise should allow cresting of the higher pass beams to 0.05 de-
grees of RF phase. This is twenty-five microns in path length or
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100 femtoseconds in time. In the far future, regulating the path
length in a feedback arrangement is possible.

Calibration of the measurement will proceed in the same
way as that it occurs for the CEBAF bunch length measuring
system [1,2]. The phase shifter will be automatically varied un-
til a maximum value is obtained for the first pass beam signal
using a non-linear optimization routine. After recording the
maximum voltage, the phase shifter will then be adjusted to the
zero crossing of the phase detector where calibrated phase mea-
surements may proceed. The calibration process takes under
one minute.

 

V. CONCLUSIONS

 

A path length measurement and adjustment scheme has
been installed and commissioned at CEBAF. The system is
based on measuring the time of arrival of the individual mi-
crobunches by measuring the phase of a beam generated field in
an RF cavity tuned to a longitudinal mode, and on changing the
path length of the individual arcs with dogleg magnets. Experi-
mentally, when the beam energy is crested out of each arc indi-
vidually, the beam phase as measured by the phase detector is
found be the same as the first pass beam phase within a degree
at 1497 MHz. The one degree discrepancies between the arrival
time measurement method and the energy cresting measure-
ments are not fully understood. However, the noise floor of the
time of arrival method is considerably better than the energy
cresting method, especially for the higher passes.

Already, the time of arrival method of setting the beam
phase is preferred when large phase shifts are to be corrected,
both because it is possible to locate the arc in error quickly, and
because the arc acceptance usually limits the energy cresting
method when large errors are to be corrected. When both meth-
ods of setting the path length are a bit better understood, it is an-
ticipated that the time of arrival method of beam phase
determination will become standard, as its noise characteristics
are better, and because the measurement takes much less time
than cresting the arcs individually. Also, this monitor has been
extremely useful in providing a quick indicator of beam loss,
when the phase detector is set to maximize output.
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